THEMES OF THE FACTSHEETS OF THE EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

Children and parents
Accompanied migrant minors in detention
Children's rights
Gestational surrogacy
International child abductions
Parental rights
Protection of minors
Reproductive rights
Unaccompanied migrant minors in detention

Criminal Field
Domestic violence
Police arrest and assistance of a lawyer
Protection of minors
Right not to be tried or punished twice
Secret detention sites
Terrorism
Trafficking in human beings
Use of force in the policing of demonstrations NEW
Violence against women

Detention
Accompanied migrant minors in detention
Detention and mental health
Detention conditions and treatment of prisoners
Extradition and life imprisonment
Hunger strikes in detention
Life imprisonment
Migrants in detention
Prisoners’ right to vote
Prisoners’ health-related rights
Right to respect for family life of prisoners in remote penal facilities NEW
Secret detention sites
Unaccompanied migrant minors in detention
Prohibition of discrimination

European Union
Case-law concerning the European Union
"Dublin" cases

Expulsion / Extradition
Accompanied migrant minors in detention
Collective expulsions of aliens
"Dublin" cases
Interim measures
Unaccompanied migrant minors in detention

Freedom of assembly and association
Political parties and associations
Trade union rights
Use of force in the policing of demonstrations NEW

Freedom of expression
Access to Internet
Hate speech
Protection of journalistic sources
Protection of reputation

Freedom of thought, conscience and religion
Conscientious objection
Freedom of religion
Religious symbols and clothing

Health
Detention and mental health
Environment
End of life and the ECHR
Health
Hunger strikes in detention
Persons with disabilities and the ECHR
Prisoners’ health-related rights
Reproductive Rights
Private life
- Deprivation of citizenship
- Legal professional privilege
- Mass surveillance
- Protection of personal data
- Protection of reputation
- Right to the protection of one’s image
- Surveillance at workplace

Right to a fair trial
- Independence of the justice system NEW

Right to free elections
- Prisoners’ right to vote
- Right to vote

Right to life
- Death penalty abolition
- End of life and the ECHR
- Use of force in the policing of demonstrations NEW

Work and business
- Legal professional privilege
- Slavery, servitude and forced labour
- Surveillance at workplace
- Taxation
- Trade union rights
- Work-related rights

Other factsheets
- Armed conflicts
- Austerity measures
- Derogation in time of emergency
- Elderly people and the ECHR
- Extra-territorial jurisdiction
- Interim measures
- New technologies
- Pilot judgments
- Restrictions on the right to liberty and security for reasons other than those prescribed by the Convention NEW
- Sport and the ECHR